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Manufacture of porous ceramics
A number of different processing routes ex-
ist for the manufacture of porous ceramics 
depending on the application requirements 
and the specific material:
s��5SE�OF�SACRIlCIAL�TEMPLATES
s��5TILISATION�OF�GAP�GRADING
s��-ODIlED�SINTERING�PROCESS�PARTIAL�SINTER-

ing
s��#ASTING�OF�SCAFFOLDS
s��#ONVERSION�METHODS�
In the following we will elaborate on the 
first three methods, as only these are of 
importance for the applications described 
HERE�
Casting of scaffold materials, for example 
from plastic foams [1], is employed com-
MERCIALLY� E�G�� IN� THE�MANUFACTURE� OF� CAST-
ING�lLTERS��#ONVERSION�METHODS�ARE�BASED��
for example, on the ceramisation of pre-
pyrolised wood structures, paper structures 
ETC��WITH�METALLIC�SILICON�TO�FORM�3I#�AND�ARE�
currently only produced in research quan-
TITIES�
Depending on requirements, it is also pos-
SIBLE�TO�COMBINE�VARIOUS�METHODS�TO�FURTHER�
fine-tune the characteristics of the porous 
CERAMICS�;�=�
Sacrificial templates materials (sometimes 
also referred to as pore-forming agents) 

are incorporated into the ceramic matrix 
AND� REMOVED� DURING� THERMAL� TREATMENT� 
;�n�=�� 4HESE� MAY� CONSIST� OF� RESIDUEFREE�
(or at least low residue) combustible solid 
materials such as plastic granulates, wood 
flour, artificial fibers, polystyrene beads, 
CELLULOSE� DERIVATIVES�� ETC�� OR� AIR� OR� OTHER�
GASES� �FOAM�CERAMICS	� ;�n�=�� )N� THE� LATTER�
process, the gases are introduced into the 
liquid phase of the material (suspension, 
slurry) and the material is then solidified, 
THEREBY�ENTRAPPING�THE�GASES�
The size and shape of the placeholder de-
TERMINES� THE�SHAPE�AND�SIZE�OF� THE�PORES��
Depending on the forming method, it is also 
possible to align elongated pore-forming 
AGENTS�IN�A�PREFERENTIAL�DIRECTION��E�G��IN�THE�
direction of extrusion in extrusion process, 
OR�TRANSVERSE�TO�THE�DIRECTION�OF�COMPACTION�
IN� PRESSING� PROCESS	��4HIS� CAN� BE� USED� TO�
PRODUCE� ANISOTROPIC� MATERIAL� PROPERTIES��
7HEN� REMOVING� THE�PLACEHOLDER� IN�A� THER-
MAL�PROCESS��SPECIAL�ENVIRONMENTAL�PROTEC-
TION�MEASURES� �E�G�� THERMAL�POSTCOMBUS-
TION	�OFTEN�NEED�TO�BE�TAKEN�
A further option for producing porous cer-
amics is the use of targeted particle size 
DISTRIBUTIONS�� #ERAMIC� RAW� MATERIALS� NOR-
MALLY� POSSESS� A� RELATIVELY� BROAD� PARTICLE�
SIZE�DISTRIBUTION��4HIS�ENABLES�A�HIGH�GREEN�
density to be obtained, and also promotes 
DENSE�SINTERING�IN�THE�lRING�PROCESS��7HEN�
A� RANGE� OF� PARTICLE� SIZES� IS� REMOVED�� OR� A�
NARROW� BUT� RELATIVELY� COARSE� MONOSIZED�

distribution is used, a lower packing dens-
ity is obtained during forming process and 
PORES�REMAIN�BETWEEN�THE�PARTICLES��&IG���	�
The resultant pores between the particles 
are no longer collapsed during sintering 
BECAUSE� THEY� ARE� TOO� LARGE��4HE�PORE� SIZE�
can be directly controlled by adjusting the 
PARTICLE�SIZE�DISTRIBUTION�;�=�
When sintering ceramic materials, the ma-
TERIALS�FOLLOW�A�SPECIlC�DENSIlCATION�CURVE��
In the course of the firing process, some 
initial bridges are first formed between the 
particles (sintering necks), then increased 
densification and shrinkage of the material 
OCCURS�UNTIL�THE�lNAL�DENSITY�IS�REACHED�
Shrinkage during the sintering process oc-
curs through the elimination of the pores 
by transport processes and particle growth 
�&IG���	� ;�=�� )NTERRUPTING� THE� SINTERING� PRO-
CESS� IN� AN� EARLY� PHASE� ALSO� PROVIDES� A�
MEANS� OF� ACHIEVING� A�WELLDElNED� POROS-
ITY� ;��� ��=�� )T� IS� IMPORTANT� TO� ENSURE� THAT�
the sintering process is interrupted during 
a phase in which only a small amount of 
densification is occurring (region with a low 
shrinkage rate) otherwise the reproducibil-
ITY�OF�THE�PRODUCED�POROSITY�WILL�BE�VERY�LOW�
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Properties of porous ceramics
Porous ceramic materials consist of at least 
two phases: a ceramic (solid) phase, and 
THE�MOSTLY�GASlLLED�POROUS�PHASE��4HE�GAS�
content of the pores usually adjusts itself 
TO�THE�ENVIRONMENT�AS�AN�EXCHANGE�OF�GAS�
WITH� THE� ENVIRONMENT� IS� POSSIBLE� THROUGH�
PORE�CHANNELS��#LOSED�PORES�CAN�CONTAIN�A�
gas composition that is independent of the 
ENVIRONMENT��4HE�CERAMIC��MATRIX	�MATERIAL�
can either be single phase or, as is often the 
CASE��MULTIPHASE��E�G��ONE�MORE�CRYSTALLINE�
PHASES�AND�A�GLASS�PHASE	�
When specifying the porosity, a distinction 
needs to be made between open (acces-
sible from the outside) porosity and closed 
POROSITY��/PEN�POROSITY�CAN�BE�FURTHER�CLAS-
sified into open dead-end pores and open 
PORE�CHANNELS��&IG���	�
Depending on the particular application, 
EITHER� A� MORE� OPEN� POROSITY� �E�G�� A� lLTER�
element that needs to be permeable) or a 
CLOSED� POROSITY� �E�G�� A� THERMAL� INSULATOR	�
MAY�BE�DESIRED��4HE�SUM�OF� THE�OPEN�AND�
closed porosity is referred to as the total po-
ROSITY��)F�THE�FRACTIONAL�POROSITY�OF�A�MA�TER�IAL�
IS� RELATIVELY� LOW�� THEN� THE� CLOSED� POROSITY�
will dominate; as the fractional porosity in-
CREASES��THE�OPEN�POROSITY�LEVEL� INCREASES��
!� LITERATURE� REVIEW� ON� THE� ANALYSIS� OF� NU-
MEROUS�MATERIALS��5.��POROUS�METALS��:R/2, 
graphite foam, MgO granulates, stainless 
STEEL� AND� 5/2) has been carried out by 
3CHULZ�;��=�
Besides specifying the type and degree of 
porosity, it also important to describe the 
size distribution of pores when describing 
A�POROUS�MATERIAL��4HE�PORE�SIZE�DISTRIBUTION�
is usually measured by mercury penetra-
TION�POROSIMETRY��4HE�PORE�SIZE�DISTRIBUTION�
of the closed porosity is not determinable 
using this method, but may occur, for ex-
ample, by optical examination of a polished 
CROSS�SECTION�
3EVERAL� PROPERTIES� OF� THE� MATRIX� MATER
ial are not influenced by porosity and are 
therefore also applicable to the porous ma-
TERIAL��E�G��COEFlCIENT�OF�THERMAL�EXPANSION	��
HOWEVER�MOST�PROPERTIES�ARE�DEPENDENT�ON�
the total porosity and therefore need to be 
REDETERMINED� FOR� THE�POROUS�MATERIAL� �E�G��
mechanical strength, electrical properties, 
ETC�	�

Applications
The fields of application and specific forms 
OF� POROUS� CERAMICS� ARE� WIDE� AND� VARIED��

Fig. 1  
Schematic of the sintering process with a modified particle size distribution. The customary  
way of producing dense ceramics is shown on the left; on the right is an example of how a  
targeted porosity can be produced by modifying the particle size distribution

Applications such as gas and liquid filtra-
tion, catalyst supports, thermal insulators, 
kiln furniture, biomedical applications and 
LOTS�MORE�HAVE�BEEN�REPORTED��
In the most recent issues of CERAMIC APPLI-
#!4)/.3�� THERE� HAVE� BEEN� DETAILED� REPORTS�
on the application of porous ceramics in fil-
TRATION� ;��=� AND�CERAMIC�HONEYCOMBS� ;��=�� 
7E�WILL�NOW�REPORT�ON�SEVERAL�IMPLEMENTED�

projects in which porous ceramics played a 
DECISIVE�ROLE��7E�WILL�DISCUSS�THE��AT�TIMES��
VERY�COMPLEX�REQUIREMENTS�PROlLE�OF�THESE�
applications, and how these were fulfilled 
THROUGH�THE�USE�OF�A�POROUS�CERAMIC�

Throttle element for a flashing light
4HE� OBJECTIVE� WAS� TO� REDEVELOP� A� POROUS�
cer amic throttle element to be employed in 

Fig. 2  
Schematic of the sintering stages for ceramics. To produce porous ceramics,  
the sintering process is interrupted at a well-defined intermediate stage

Fig. 3  
Schematic of pore types
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a mercury relay of the company Siemens 
that is used to control the flash rate of a 
mASHING� LIGHT� USED� AT� RAILWAY� CROSSINGS��
The aforementioned flasher relay is still 
EMPLOYED� IN�SEVERAL� LEGACY� INSTALLATIONS� IN�
Germany, but remains standard equipment 
IN�)NDIA�BECAUSE�OF�ITS�VERY�ROBUST��RELIABLE�
CONSTRUCTION�AND� LONG�SERVICE� LIFE� �ACCORD-
ing to unconfirmed reports, such relays 

HAVE�BEEN�USE�FOR�OVER����YEARS	��&URTHER-
more, it can be used in wide temperature 
ranges (the solidification point of mercury 
is less than –35 °C, its boiling point is 
>350 °C) and it is also insect-proof – many 
plastics are eaten away and destroyed by 
AGGRESSIVE� INSECTS�� 3INCE� THE� MERCURY� IS�
incorporated into a closed system, there is 
NO� RISK� TO� HEALTH� WHEN� HANDLED� CORRECTLY��
The complete relay unit is produced in a 
complex glass-blowing operation in which 
a heating element, switching contact and 
THE�POROUS�CERAMIC�ARE�COMBINED�
The principle of operation is as follows: 
7HEN� A� VOLTAGE� IS� APPLIED�� THE� HEATING�
elem ent is switched on by means of a 
SWITCHING� CONTACT��4HIS� VERY� RAPIDLY� HEATS�
the gas in gas compartment 1, thereby 
displacing the mercury column away from 
THE� SWITCHING� CONTACT� ���4HIS� SWITCHES� OFF�
the heating elem ent while simultaneously 
SWITCHING�ON�THE�mASHING�LIGHT��4HE�POROUS�
ceramic equalises the pressure between 
gas compartment 1 and gas compartment 
2 therefore causing the mercury to slosh 
BACK�� 4HIS� SWITCHES� THE� mASHING� LIGHT� OFF�
again, and switches the heating element 
BACK� ON�� 4HIS� OCCURS� IN� A� CYCLE� TIME� OF�
�APPROX�� ��S��4HE� CYCLE� TIME� CAN�BE� SET� BY�
adjusting the permeability of the porous 
CERAMIC��!� VIDEO� OF� A� FUNCTIONING� mASHING�
RELAY� CAN� BE� FOUND� ON� WWW�YOUTUBE�COM�
ON�THE�)NTERNET�BY�SEARCHING�FOR�h2"����v�
The know-how for producing the required 
ceramic component no longer exists within 
THE�COMPANY��THAT�DEVELOPED�THE�RELAY�BE-
cause production of this ceramic ceased 
IN� THE� ����S�� THE� TECHNICAL� SPECIlCATIONS�

WERE�LOST�DURING�VARIOUS�COMPANY�ACQUISI-
TIONS��ETC���AND�THE�PERSONS�WITH�THE�TECHNI-
CAL�EXPERTISE�ARE�NO�LONGER�ACCESSIBLE�TO�US��
4HE� COMPANY�(ERMETIKO� 'MB(� �&àRTH�$%	�
has been manufacturing the flashing relay 
for some years now based on the old speci-
lCATIONS��5P�UNTIL�������ALL�ORDERS�HAD�BEEN�
fulfilled using stocks of the ceramic from 
EARLIER�PRODUCTION�RUNS�
The glass construction of the relay places 
the following requirements on the ceramic:
s��4HE� #4%� �COEFlCIENT� OF� THERMAL� EXPAN-

sion) of the ceramic must be tailored 
to the glass material otherwise cracks 
would form in the glass (CTE ceramic < 
CTE glass), leakage could arise between 
the ceramic and glass, or the ceramic 
could detach itself from the glass (CTE 
CERAMIC���#4%�GLASS	�
s��4HE� CERAMIC��WHILE� BEING� FUSED� INTO� THE�

glass, must not outgas otherwise gas 
bubbles could form at the ceramic-glass 
interface which would also result in leak-
AGE�AND�NOT�GIVE�A�REPRODUCIBLE�mASH�RATE�
s��4HE� CERAMIC�MUST� POSSESS� AN� EXCELLENT�

TSR (thermal shock resistance) because 
the ceramic pin is fused through the 
short-term application of a gas flame at 
A�TEMPERATURE�OF�OVER������ª#�
s��4HE�CERAMIC�DISK�MUST�ALSO�BE�MECHAN

ic ally stable, which poses a significant 
CHALLENGE�GIVEN�THE�REQUIRED�HIGH�LEVEL�OF�
POROSITY�
s��!S�PER�THE�REQUIREMENTS��THE�PERMEABILITY�

must be adjustable in order to precisely 
CONTROL�THE�mASH�RATE�
s��4HE� LENGTH� OF� THE� PIN��WHICH� IS� REQUIRED�
TO�HAVE�A�DIAMETER�OF��n���MM��MUST�BE�
at least 75 % of the diameter otherwise 
the pin could tilt out of alignment while 
BEING�FUSED�INTO�THE�GLASS�TUBE��!�SOLUTION�
INVOLVING�THE�USE�OF�THIN��POROUS�CERAMIC�
DISCS�WAS� THEREFORE� REJECTED� IN� THE� VERY�
EARLY� STAGES�� 4HE� DIAMETER� ITSELF� IS� LESS�
critical, but needs to be in the range of 
��TO����MM�
!FTER�A�NUMBER�OF� ITERATIVE�STEPS� INVOLVING�
the production, installation and testing of 
a prototype ceramic at the company Her-
metiko GmbH, a functioning ceramic, which 
was successfully employed in a series pro-
DUCTION�mASHING�RELAY��WAS�ABLE�TO�BE�DELIV-
ERED�THROUGH�A�COLLABORATIVE�EFFORT�SPANNING�
MORE�THAN�A�YEAR�
A solution was found by using magnesium 
silicate based pins, which exhibit an ex-
TREMELY�HIGH�OPEN�POROSITY�OF��������4HE�

Fig. 4  
Typical proportions of open and closed porosity in the total porosity [12]

Fig. 5  
Typical products made from porous ceramics
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s��4HE�DIAMETER�OF�THE�ROD�NEEDS�TO�BE�IN�THE�
RANGE�OF�����TO�����MM�
s��4HE� LENGTH� OF� THE� ROD� IS� NOT� PARTICULARLY�
RELEVANT��BECAUSE�ONLY�A�SHORT�SECTION� IS�
fused into the glass and the remainder is 
BROKEN�OFF�FOR�USE�IN�THE�NEXT�ELECTRODE�
s��4HE�POROSITY�AND�PORE�SIZE�MUST�BE�ADJUST-

ed so that a small but defined discharge 
of electrolyte through the diaphragm to 
the outside can occur, otherwise the com-
position of the electrolyte could change 
AND�LEAD�TO�INCORRECT�MEASUREMENTS�
s��4HE� CERAMIC��WHILE� BEING� FUSED� INTO� THE�

glass, must not outgas otherwise gas 
bubbles could form at the ceramic-glass 
interface, which would cause a too high 
LEAKAGE�
s��4HE�#4%�OF�THE�CERAMIC�ROD�MUST�BE�KEPT�
WITHIN� CERTAIN� LIMITS� SO� THAT� A� VARIETY� OF�
GLASS� TYPES� CAN� BE� PROCESSED�� !T� THE�
same time, there must be no formation of 
cracks in the glass or inadequate adhe-
sion of the ceramic within the glass (see 
ABOVE	�
s��!�GOOD�CHEMICAL�RESISTANCE�OF�THE�MATER

ial allows it be used with strong acids and 
BASES�
s��"ECAUSE� THE� CERAMIC� IS� SUBJECTED� TO� A�

gas flame for a brief time when fusing it 
INTO� THE�GLASS�� IT�MUST�ALSO�HAVE�A�GOOD�
432��HOWEVER�THIS�PROPERTY�IS�LESS�CRITICAL�
in this application than the flashing relay 
APPLICATION�DESCRIBED�IN�THE�PREVIOUS�SEC-
TION�BECAUSE�OF�THE�SMALL�DIAMETER�

s��-ECHANICALLY� STABLE� ��POINT� BENDING�
strength >8 MPa) so the wick can be se-
curely mounted but will not be damaged 
if accidentally touched by the consumer 
DURING�USE�OF�THE�VAPORISER�

This requirements profile was met by  using 
the materials Rapor P0,3 and Rapor P1 (a 
magnesium silicate based material); for 
specialised applications, it is also possible 
TO�USE�2APOR�0����ALUMINIUM�OXIDE�BASED	��
"Y�VARYING�THE�SINTERING�PROCESS��IT� IS�POS-
sible to adjust the capillarity of Rapor P0,3 
AND�2APOR�0���#APILLARITY� IS�DElNED�AS�THE�
time required to fully saturate with water 
a standard wick that has been inserted 
���MM�INTO�THE�WATER��4HIS� IS�PROPORTIONAL�
TO� THE� VAPORISATION� RATE� OF� A� WATERBASED�
LIQUID�� E�G�� AN� INSECTICIDE��4HE�MECHANICAL�
STRENGTH�OF�����-0A��TYPICAL�VALUE����-0A	�
is more than adequate for this application 
�MIN����-0A�IS�REQUIRED	�

Diaphragms for analytic applications
When manufacturing so-called single-rod 
electrodes cells for the measurement of the 
P(�VALUE�OR�REDOX�POTENTIAL�OF� LIQUIDS��POR
ous ceramic diaphragms, which can close 
the electrical circuit between the reference 
electrode and the fluid being measured, 
ARE� REQUIRED�� )N� THIS� APPLICATION�� CERAMICS�
compete with ground diaphragms, spongy 
PLATINUM�AND�POROUS�PLASTICS�
The requirements on the ceramic dia-
phragms are as follows:

mechanical strength of these pins was 
ALSO�SIGNIlCANTLY�HIGHER�THAN�THE�PREVIOUSLY�
USED�MATERIAL�
4HE�HIGH�POROSITY�WAS�ABLE�TO�BE�ACHIEVED�
through a combination of a partial sintering 
process and sacrificial templates, plus the 
targeted incorporation in the lengthwise di-
RECTION�OF�PORES�WITH�A�DIAMETER�OF�APPROX��
���«M�AND�A� LENGTH�OF�SEVERAL�MILLIMETERS�
�&IG���	�

Wick for vaporisation of liquids
Wicks are used in technical processes and 
household applications (insecticides or 
air fresheners) for the controlled, continu-
OUS�VAPORISATION�OF� LIQUIDS��#ERAMIC�WICKS�
are preferred in a number of applications, 
WHEREBY� THE�WICK�EXTENDS� INTO�A�RESERVOIR�
of liquid, and is filled with the liquid as it 
is drawn up through the action of capillary 
FORCES��4HE� LIQUID� RISES� IN� THE�WICK� AND� IS�
VAPORISED� AT� THE� SURFACE� OF� THE�WICK�� THIS�
VAPORISATION� OFTEN� BEING� SUPPORTED� BY� A�
SMALL�HEATING�ELEMENT��4HESE�WICKS�NEED�TO�
fulfil the following requirements:
s��'ENERALLY� ROUND� RODS� WITH� AN� EXTERNAL�

diam eter typically in the range of 5–8 mm 
AND� A� LENGTH� BETWEEN� ��� AND� ���MM��
This is the typical size of wicks that are 
USED�IN�BOTTLES�THAT�PROVIDE�A����TO����DAY�
SUPPLY�OF�LIQUID�
s��!N�ADJUSTABLE�CAPILLARITY�VAPORISATION�RATE�
DEPENDING�ON�THE�LIQUID�BEING�VAPORISED��
The wick material must be compatible in 
EACH�CASE�WITH�THE�CARRIER�LIQUID�USED�
s��#HEMICALLY�INERT�TO�THE�LIQUIDS�USED��AS�THE�
MEDIA�BEING�VAPORISED�ARE�OFTEN�ORGANIC�
s��.O� BLOCKAGE� AS� A� RESULT� OF� VAPORISATION�

residues during long-term operation (up 
TO�SEVERAL�WEEKS	�

Fig. 7  
Polished section of a porous ceramic used as a throttle element in a mercury relay.  
The lengthwise pores with a diameter of approx. 20 µm have been marked

Fig. 6 
Mercury relay for railway flashing lights, porous 
ceramic circled (total heights: approx 200 mm)
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CHANGE� IN� THE� POROSITY��4HESE� CHANGES� DO�
NOT�MATTER� IN� THESE�APPLICATIONS�� HOWEVER��
4HE�#4%�IS�ADJUSTED�BY�HEAT�TREATMENT�
�	� �4HE� SECOND� OPTION� IS� TO� USE� A� 9&3:�
BASED� MATERIAL�� 4HIS� MATERIAL� HAS� A�
much better chemical resistance, but 
THE�DISADVANTAGE�THAT�IT�HAS�A�lXED�#4%�
VALUE�� THE� TOTAL� POROSITY� CAN� HOWEVER�
be adjusted within the range of 20 % to 
������4HE�MATERIAL�CAN�BE�TAILORED�TO�THE�
particular application by adjusting the 
POROSITY�

Porous crushable ceramics for  
heating elements and sheathed  
thermocouples
To produce crushable ceramics, as used 
in the manufacture of sheathed thermo-
couples and high-density heating elements, 
porous ceramics based on magnesium 
oxide or steatite C230 are specifically em-
PLOYED�� 4HESE� CERAMICS� ARE� PREPARED� SO�
AS� HAVE� SUCH� A� LOW� MECHANICAL� STRENGTH�
that the ceramic components can be bro-
ken down again into a powder during the 
compression process used by the manu fac-
turer of the heating elements or sheathed 
THERMOCOUPLES�� 4YPICAL� GEOMETRIES� FOR�
these crushable ceramics are shown in  
&IG����
To manufacture heating elements, so-called 
mandrels are first produced by an extrusion 
PROCESS� DRIED� AND� lRED�� !N� ULTRAlNE� lLA-
ment is then wound around the outside of 
the mandrel, the geometry (pitch) of which 
can be used to produce an application-spe-

Two possible materials are suitable for the 
APPLICATION�DESCRIBED�ABOVE�
1)  Rapor P0,3: A magnesium silicate based 

material that is well suited for applica-
tions that do not place too high require-
ments on the chemical resistance of the 
DIAPHRAGM��4HIS�MATERIAL�ALSO�ALLOWS�THE�
CTE to be adjusted within a certain range 
�&IG���	�

Due to the nature of this material system, 
adjustment of the CTE also leads to a 

cific power distribution along the length of 
THE�HEATING�ELEMENT��4HICKER�WIRES�ARE�FED�
THROUGH�THE�HOLES�IN�THE�CENTRE�TO�SERVE�AS�
external connecting elements, and these 
ARE� CONNECTED� WITH� THE� ULTRAlNE� lLAMENT��
The mandrels are then centred in a metallic 
sheath tube by means of spacers (shown 
AT� FRONT� CENTRE� IN� &IG���	� OR� THINWALLED�
CASING� TUBES� �SHOWN�AT� LEFT� IN� &IG���	��4HE�
intermediate spaces are filled with free-
mOWING�-G/�POWDER��4HE�EXTERNAL�DIAMETER�
of the metallic sheath tube is then reduced 
by 10 to 20 % by means of a hammering 
OR�SWAGING�PROCESS��4HIS�REDUCES�THE�CER
amic components to their primary particle 
size, thereby firmly embedding the filament 
AND�CONNECTION�WIRES�WITHIN�THEM��4HANKS�
to the compact ceramic, a good electrical 
insulation is obtained between the fila-
ments and the connection wires, as well 
AS�OUTWARDS� TO� THE�METALLIC� CASING��!T� THE�
same time, the high density of the material 
guarantees good thermal conduction to the 
OUTSIDE��/THER�DESIGN�VARIANTS�ARE�POSSIBLE��
but will not be discussed here for space  
REASONS�
To manufacture sheathed thermocouples, 
wires made of the thermocouple materials 
are threaded through the holes of larger-
sized MgO tubes (typical external diameter 
BETWEEN����AND����MM	��!�SHEATH�TUBE�OF�
THE�DESIRED�MATERIAL�IS�SLID�OVER�THE�TOP�AND�
THE� ENDS� HERMETICALLY� SEALED�� #OMPACTION�
is then usually performed by means of a 
drawing process, similar to the manufac-
TURE�OF�WIRE��4HE�REDUCTION�IN�EXTERNAL�DIAM-
ETER�LEADS�TO�AN�ELONGATION�OF�THE�MATERIAL��
In the first compaction step, the MgO tube 
is immediately reduced to a powder of the 
primary particle size, thereby establishing 
the required spacing between the thermo-
COUPLES�THEMSELVES��AND�TO�THE�CASING��!FTER�
one or two drawing steps, the casing must 
be softened again in an annealing process 
to eliminate the brittleness and hardening 
of the casing material resulting from the 
DRAWING�OPERATION�
The requirements on these ceramics are as 
follows:
s��4HE�DIAMETER�OF� THE�COMPONENTS� RANGES�
FROM�����n����MM��WHEREBY�A�WIDE�VA-
riety of hole geometries (hole diameter, 
HOLE�SPACING	�MAY�BE�USED��4HE�LENGTH�OF�
the components range from 2 mm to max 
�����MM��TYPICALLY�MAX������MM�
s��4HE� POROSITY� MUST� BE� ADJUSTED� SO� THAT�

the mechanical strength lies within a 

Fig. 8  
Adjustment of the coefficient of thermal expansion and the resultant open  
porosity characteristics of Rapor P0,3

Fig. 9  
Typical crushable ceramics based on  
magnesium oxide, smallest external diameter  
in the image is 1,7 mm, the largest tubes have 
an external diameter of 25 mm
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Summary
Porous ceramics can be produced from a 
range of material groups, some of which 
HAVE�BEEN�DISCUSSED�HERE�BY�WAY�OF�SEV-
ERAL� PRACTICAL� EXAMPLES�� )N� ADDITION� TO� THE�
MATERIALS�DESCRIBED�ABOVE��2AUSCHERT�ALSO�
produces a number of other porous ceram-
ICS��MAGNESIUM�SILICATE��9&3:���!L2O3, TiO2, 
-G/��MULLITE��CORDIERITE��ETC�
Precise adjustment of the material charac-
teristics, for example open porosity, pore 
size distribution and pore shape, and some-
times CTE as well, often requires close con-
SULTATION� WITH� THE� CUSTOMER� OR� USER�� 4HE�
base material must be tailored to the spe-
CIlC�REQUIREMENTS�OF�THE�APPLICATION��-ANY�
remarkable solutions to customer require-
MENTS�CAN�THEREBY�BE�ACHIEVED�

power requirements, the porous Steatite 
#����MATERIAL� OFFERS� A� GOOD� SOLUTION�� &OR�
higher temperatures and power densities, 
the preferred material is MgO based on 
fused magnesia, and for sheathed thermo-
COUPLES�MAGNESIUM�OXIDE��OR�VERY�SELDOM�
for specialised applications aluminium 
OXIDE� OR� SPINEL�� ARE� USED��4HE� ADJUSTMENT�
to the required mechanical strength range 
occurs during the firing process, where 
UNAVOIDABLE� BATCHWISE� VARIATIONS� IN� THE�
RAW� MATERIALS� CAN� BE� COMPENSATED� FOR��
Through careful selection of the raw ma-
terials and analyses, it is possible to ensure 
that the materials contain no harmful im-
PURITIES��/VERSIZED�PARTICLES�CAN�BE�RELIABLY�
REMOVED� BY� PERFORMING� MULTIPLE� SIEVING� 
STEPS�

SPECIlED�� PRODUCTSPECIlC� RANGE�� )F� THE�
parts are too soft, they will break when 
the heating element or sheathed thermo-
couple is assembled by the manufacturer; 
if they are too hard, then compaction will 
BE�INCOMPLETE�OR�INHOMOGENEOUS�
s��4HE�CERAMIC�MUST�BE�FORMULATED�SO�THAT�IT�
INCLUDES�NONE�OF�THE�hPOISONSv�FOR�HEATING�
WIRE�MATERIALS�AND�THERMOCOUPLES�
s��)N� THE� CASE� OF� SHEATHED� THERMOCOUPLES��

it must be ensured that they contain no 
OVERSIZED�PARTICLES�WHICH�CAN�DISRUPT�THE�
THERMOCOUPLE�STRANDS�OR�THE�SHEATH�

To fulfil this requirements profile, two pos-
sible solutions with regard to the choice of 
MATERIAL� ARE� AVAILABLE�� &OR� HEATING� ELEM
ents with application temperatures up to 
APPROX�� ����ª#� AND� WITH� LOW� OR� MEDIUM�
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